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 Summary: 

 Seducing Big Boss during a lengthy helicopter ride, Quiet will 

 receive the intense dicking she's been craving at long last! It 

 might end up being a little wilder than she expected it to be, 

 however... 

 Chapter 1  : A steamy ride with Quiet 

 Many thanks to  Thomas_DP  for making this smut story based on my recent 

 Quiet set  . 

 Having bonded with Quiet on several occasions, Boss occasionally felt her lingering 

 gaze upon him throughout their shared missions. Correctly surmising that she had a 

 crush on him, Boss opted to keep things professional between the both of them 

 however. 

 Although as of late, he frequently found himself checking her out whenever she was 

 occupied or distracted with something; his cock growing hard whenever he drank in 

 the lewd sight of her scantily-clad curvy and well-maintained body. 

 The sexual tension between the both of them kept slowly but surely spiralling out of 

 control, until during one fateful mission, during the lengthy helicopter ride to their 

 next objective, Quiet could no longer control her urges and cravings. 

 Subtly squeezing her tits together while she was staring at the cockpit, Quiet 

 continued her naughty teasing by standing up and pushing her ass towards Boss’ 

 direction while she pretended to check out some of her gear. 
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 Pic 1 

 Continuing to look playfully sexy and trying her very best to seduce her superior 

 with her shapely ass and bouncy breasts, Quiet suddenly fell to her knees when Boss 

 whipped out his already-erect cock. Knowing full well what Quiet was trying to 

 accomplish, and needing her to be fully alert and focused during their upcoming 

 mission, Boss would give his hot and horny subordinate the loving she so obviously 

 needed. 

 Crawling towards Boss until her left cheek brushed against the hard, swollen tip of 

 his impressive cock, a very impressed Quiet then grabbed his member with both her 

 hands; his dick radiating a pleasant warmth against her soft hands. 

 Literally at a loss for words as she continued to look at Boss’ member in awe, Quiet 

 felt curious and excited enough to compare the length and thickness of Boss’ cock 

 with her right arm. Brushing her right cheek against the veiny, incredible dick while 

 she realized that her arm was only a tad longer and thicker, Quiet let out a barely 

 audible moan as she let loose all her inhibitions and reservations. 

 Pic 2 

 With her favorite cock now fully exposed and being so tantalizingly close to her, 

 Quiet had her reasoning completely overwhelmed by unbridled lust and a burning 

 need to bring ecstatic pleasure to both herself and the alpha man she so fervently 

 idolized. 

 About to start blowing Boss, Quiet obediently opened her mouth once he shoved a 

 finger inside of her warm, inviting mouth, to see how eager she was to fellate his 

 twitching shaft. Sucking on it intensely several times to showcase her lewd 

 eagerness to him, Quiet then proceeded to passionately look Boss straight into his 

 eyes as she began swallowing his cock with her wet mouth. 

 Pressing her juicy lips down hard against the engorged tip as she continued to 

 swallow inch after inch of the intimidating dick, Quiet kept diligently pushing her 

 face further and further towards Boss’ groin until she had half his thick girth lodged 

 deep inside of her mouth. 
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 Jerking off the base of Boss’ cock with her right hand while she fiercely nibbled and 

 sucked on its wetted tip, Quiet never once broke eye contact with Boss as she 

 continued to gobble up his manly dick with remarkable enthusiasm. 

 Pic 3 

 Not content with only swallowing half of Boss’ dick however, Quiet took a deep 

 breath through her nose before she continued making her way towards the hilt of 

 Boss’ shaft, which was now almost completely coated in her saliva. 

 Producing lewd-sounding, sloppy sounds and gagging noises as she began impaling 

 her mouth and throat on Boss’ cock, Quiet felt her legs becoming slick with the 

 juices leaking out of her aroused pussy as she kept feeling the tip of Boss’ dick 

 brushing against the back of her throat. 

 Thoroughly enjoying the soft grunts and moans Boss let out as she continued to 

 deepthroat him, Quiet was almost running out of breath when she suddenly felt the 

 thick cock throbbing in her mouth. Her eyes opening wide as Boss removed his 

 heavily-twitching dick from her warm, snug mouth, Quiet let out a soft whimper 

 when he placed his left hand onto her head. 

 Keeping her head firmly in place as he proceeded to jerk himself off for the next 

 couple seconds, Boss finally let out an intense grunt when he began unloading his 

 balls all over Quiet’s beautiful, panting face. 

 Some of it almost ended up in her left eye, with most of Boss’ load coating her lips, 

 her chin and her left cheek. Quickly sticking out her tongue like an obedient little 

 slut, Quiet almost remained totally motionless as several ropes of hot, thick cum 

 were being shot directly onto her tongue and into her mouth. 

 Gulping down such a yummy treat when cum no longer erupted from the twitching 

 tip of Boss’ still erect cock, Quiet hungrily swiped all the remaining sperm from her 

 face with her gloved hand, before eagerly sucking it sparkly clean. 

 Smiling widely as she savored the rich taste of Boss’ seed and took off her black 

 bikini top, Quiet instantly felt both embarrassed and proud when Boss remarked how 

 absolutely enticing and spectacular her now-exposed rack looked. 
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 Hurriedly sandwiching Boss’ cock in between her ample bust, Quiet had an eager 

 grin on her face as she began to rapidly pump her soft, large tits up and down the 

 entire length of Boss’ dick. Occasionally letting some drool spill from her mouth to 

 lube up her tits and Boss’ cock some more, Quiet looked incredibly focused as she 

 continued to massage and stimulate Boss’ dick with her shiny wet breasts. 

 Pressing her tits even harder against the sensitive cock when it almost slipped out of 

 her cleavage on a couple occasions, Quiet was determined to squeeze every single 

 drop of cum out of Boss’ cock and balls while his exposed cockhead kept rubbing 

 against her chest and neck. 

 Pic 4 

 Already breathing heavily when most of her upper body was covered in her own 

 drool and Boss’ precum, Quiet looked utterly content as she continued to please 

 Boss to the utmost of her impressive erotic capabilities. 

 Unable to resist teasing and rubbing her hard nipples as she continued to wank off 

 Boss with her tits, Quiet let out a breathy moan when Boss suddenly slapped her 

 right breast. A shiver ran down her spine when he treated her left breast to a playful 

 slap as well, with drool running out of the corners of Quiet mouth when she felt 

 Boss’ cock starting to throb violently in between her hot, sensitive breasts. 

 Producing an intense moan as a small orgasm overwhelmed her the moment cum 

 started erupting out the swollen tip of Boss’ dick, Quiet continued to shove her tits 

 up and down the orgasmic cock while her superior kept coating every inch of her 

 sizable breasts in his thick, warm sperm. 

 “You’re skilled with your mouth and your tits, but do you mind showing me how 

 skilled you are with the rest of your nimble body?” asked Boss in a challenging tone 

 while his hard cock twitched excitedly towards the grinning slut. 

 Immediately lying on her back and pressing both her feet against Boss’ dick, Quiet 

 then skilfully began rubbing her toes up and down against the girthy penis while she 

 enjoyed the naughty feeling of the many veins dotting Boss’ cock brushing against 

 her small, delicate toes. 

 Pic 5 
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 Not once breaking eye contact with the marvelous cock currently lodged in between 

 her feet, Quiet felt butterflies fluttering around in her stomach as said feet became 

 drenched in a matter of minutes with Boss’ precum. 

 Boss’ tool looked extra mighty and imposing while it was sandwiched in between her 

 small feet, with Quiet continuing to stimulate every inch of the thick dick with her 

 toes until she finally saw it twitching and throbbing violently. 

 Speeding up the pace at which she jerked off Boss’ cock with her feet, Quiet was left 

 speechless when a new load erupted from Boss’ dick. Quickly pushing said 

 cum-erupting cock against the back of her right foot with her left foot, Quiet had a 

 mischievous, seductive look on her face as both her feet became drenched in cum 

 with every new rope of thick sperm being emptied out of Boss’ heavy, sweaty balls. 

 Proudly showing Boss how bendable and flexible her body truly was by moving her 

 feet all the way to her mouth, Quiet then lewdly licked her toes and soles clean, until 

 not a single drop of Boss’ cum remained on her pretty, white feet. 

 Just about done with all this ‘foreplay’ and with his dick still raging hard, Boss 

 decided to take full initiative by pulling Quiet onto her lap and shoving his hard cock 

 straight inside of her sopping wet pussy. 

 Caressing Quiet’s right ass cheeks as his cock slid deeper and deeper inside of her 

 cunt, Boss gave it a rough squeeze the moment the tip of his cock rubbed against 

 her cervix. Pleasantly surprised by the accommodating snugness of Quiet’s pussy 

 once he managed to fit his entire cock up her warm hole, Boss playfully stretched 

 open her asshole with both his thumbs while he greedily groped and squeezed 

 Quiet’s bountiful ass. 

 Pic 6 

 Treating her ass to several hard spanks when he started to realize that Quiet wasn’t 

 opposed to some rough, hardcore treatment, Boss then shoved his right thumb into 

 Quiet’s asshole while he began bouncing her lower body up and down his rigid shaft. 

 Grinning like crazy and thoroughly enjoying her big boss shoving his dick up her 

 cock hungry little pussy, Quiet continued letting him tease and play with her asshole 

 until her entire being screamed at her to rock both their worlds. 
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 Taking a long deep breath before she began to frantically bounce her cunt up and 

 down Boss’ cock, Quiet let out the faintest of moans while her partner watched her 

 jiggling, bouncing ass almost in a trance-like manner. 

 A small puddle soon formed on the metal floor beneath them while Quiet continued 

 to slam her pussy onto Boss’ cock, with the over-aroused babe grinding her cunt 

 onto Boss’ manhood before she decided to kick things up a notch. 

 Turning around and holding onto two bars attached to the ceiling of the helicopter 

 for support, Quiet began to ride Boss’ dick as if she was possessed; the lewd sounds 

 her frantic cock-bouncing produced managed to turn on the both of them even 

 more. 

 Pic 7 

 Drooling hard while she stared at Boss’ strained face, Quiet suggestively licked her 

 lips when Boss placed both his large, coarse hands onto her jiggling ass. Loving the 

 feeling of Boss’ cockhead battering her cervix senseless, Quiet was filled with 

 pleasure and unbridled lust when she eventually felt Boss’ cock throbbing wildly 

 deep inside of her aching cunt. 

 Gritting her teeth when she felt several spurts of cum flowing directly inside of her 

 defenseless womb, Quiet felt her entire body freezing up as she experienced a fierce 

 orgasm of her own. Her quivering pussy tightened around Boss’ throbbing cock as a 

 result, which in turn made sure that Quiet’s oversensitive, narrow pussy squeezed 

 copious amounts of cum out of Boss’ heaving balls for all it was worth. 

 Squirting all over Boss’ lower body while he continued to fill her up with her seed, 

 Quiet was going all-out when she suddenly began to intensely lick Boss’ manly face 

 and nibble softly onto his lips. She had seen the wild, lustful expression on his face, 

 after all, with Quiet knowing full well that her eager body could expect several more 

 blissful turns with Boss and his magnificent cock, before the both of them would 

 finally be all tapped-out. 

 Turning around once Boss had regained some of his energy, Quiet moaned and 

 panted like a satiated, horny whore when her powerful partner began to squeeze 

 and knead both her tits with reckless abandon. 
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 She had the wind knocked out of her when he pulled his hard cock out of her sore 

 pussy and rammed it inside of her barely-prepared asshole instead, which caused 

 Quiet to throw her arms behind her head and passionately rub Boss’ big ball sack 

 with her left foot. 

 Pic 8 

 Having already grown addicted to being reduced to Boss’ eager, lewd plaything, 

 Quiet continued to let Boss do whatever the hell he wanted with her oversensitive 

 body as he proceeded to stretch out her inexperienced asshole with every fierce 

 thrust he treated it to. 

 When he began playing with her clit as well, Boss didn’t need a whole lot of time to 

 make Quiet climax once more, with his hot little subordinate squirting her juices all 

 over the metal floor while he frantically kept on rubbing her swollen clit and 

 pounding her asshole silly. 

 With both of them horny and wild enough that Boss managed to fit his entire cock 

 up Quiet’s ass, Boss was awash with exquisite delight when he felt his balls slapping 

 loudly against Quiet’s wet crotch. Running his left hand from her tits, all the way 

 down her toned abs and towards her pussy, Boss then rapidly fingerfuck Quiet’s still 

 quivering pussy while his other hand kept stimulating her clit non-stop. 

 Pushed to her limits and being bombarded with one fresh wave of powerful 

 stimulation after another, Quiet already had her eyes rolling into the back of her 

 head by the time Boss began to roughly slap both her tits. 

 They jiggled energetically with each intense slap, with the slapping being more than 

 fierce enough to get Quiet back into the game once more. No longer enthralled with 

 pleasure and slowly but surely managing to regain some small control over her 

 naughty body, Quiet began to slam her asshole so hard and fast onto Boss’ cock that 

 Boss himself almost ran out of breath in record time. 

 With droplets of sweat flying everywhere, and with both participants of the hot and 

 wild fuckfest running out of breath rapidly, Quiet’s entire body shook and convulsed 

 wildly when Boss let loose a torrent of hot cum deep inside of her stretched-out 

 asshole. 
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 Squirting yet again while she was gritting her teeth against each other throughout 

 her entire powerful orgasm, Quiet almost slumped onto the floor when she managed 

 to pull her asshole from Boss’ cock. Providing her partner with an incredibly lewd 

 sight as her gaping asshole kept winking lewdly at him non-stop, Quiet felt like she 

 had just enough energy and lust left to go one final round with Boss and his 

 relentless cock. 

 Taking a quick glance behind her to see that Boss was in the same state as she was, 

 Quiet took a much-needed breath when Boss lied down onto the cold, hard floor of 

 the helicopter. Mounting his wet cock and letting out one drawn-out moan as her 

 oversensitive pussy slid down onto the rigid dick, Quiet quickly had to place both her 

 hands onto Boss’ chest for support. 

 Sweat ran down her entire body as she began to slowly hump Boss’ dick, with her 

 tits bouncing softly with each intense bounce. Her feet were beginning to cramp up 

 and her arms were starting to feel sore as well, yet Quiet continued to impale her 

 cunt onto Boss’ cock over and over again, as the burning need to give herself a final 

 climax was utterly overpowering. 

 Closing her eyes as she tried her very best to sufficiently savour every last second of 

 her intense lovemaking with Boss, a silent moan escaped from between Quiet’s lips 

 when the tip of Boss’ cock finally managed to breach her squishy cervix. 

 Pic 9 

 Having made its way into Quiet’s womb, Boss’ cockhead managed to quickly erode 

 the little amount of self-control and endurance Quiet had left. The tears in her tights 

 grew in size a little as she continued grinding her womb onto the tip of Boss’ cock, 

 with Quiet feeling utterly spent when Boss suddenly began thrusting his cock up and 

 down at a breakneck speed. 

 Falling over forward onto Boss’ chest and drooling uncontrollably as he kept 

 ramming and slamming her naughty, overstimulated pussy into submission, Quiet 

 was letting out several incoherent sounds when Boss treated her to her second and 

 last vaginal creampie of the day. 

 Quiet was only aware of her body twitching and shaking non-stop while Boss was 

 depositing a big, fresh load of fertile sperm straight into her womb, with Quiet 
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 herself soaking his groin and legs in her juices as one more powerful orgasm rocked 

 her strained and exhausted body. 

 Making out with each other as they let their blissful orgasms run their course, Quiet 

 had received all that she had wished for and more. Mentally visualizing all of Boss’ 

 energetic swimmers swimming around inside of her unprotected womb, Quiet let out 

 a pitiful moan once she rolled off of Boss and felt his cum immediately starting to 

 leak out of her satiated cunt. 

 Not wanting to let so much delicious cum go to waste however, Quiet used the 

 remainder of her energy to lick every single drop of the delicious, creamy liquid off 

 the floor while her satisfied partner silently decided to make use of Quiet’s hot body 

 much more frequently from now on. 

 Still feeling dazed and spent as she tried to look for her discarded bikini top a little 

 later on, Quiet obediently got on all fours and gave Boss’ still-exposed balls a couple 

 intense licks; signalling to the alpha man that she was his property and that she’d 

 love nothing more than to be treated as his willing sex toy whenever he was in the 

 mood to do so. 

 The both of them grinning widely at each other undoubtedly sealed their new 

 arrangement, with Quiet already looking forward to their next passionate session 

 together. After all, now that she was Boss’ eager fuck pet, making sure that his balls 

 were drained regularly would be one of her newest duties. 

 And with both her holes already slowly but surely reverting back to their original 

 tightness, Quiet couldn’t wait to have them stretched-out and marked as Boss’ 

 property by his all-powerful cock all over again! 

 ---------------- 

 I hope you enjoyed reading this chapter! 


